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Energy relaxation and quenching processes of doped rare-gas clusters
with a shell-like geometric structure

T. Laarmann,a) K. von Haeften,b) H. Wabnitz, and T. Möller
Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor HASYLAB at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Notkestr. 85,
22603 Hamburg, Germany

~Received 11 September 2002; accepted 20 November 2002!

Energy relaxation processes of photo-excited Kr50 clusters covered with a shell of Ar atoms~up to
40!, which are embedded inside large Ne7500 clusters are investigated with energy resolved
fluorescence spectroscopy. In the energy range of the characteristic Ne cluster absorption~16.5–18
eV! a strong energy transfer to the embedded Kr cluster is observed, which results in the desorption
of electronically excited Kr* atoms. Kr* atoms move through the Ne cluster, desorb and emit
visible and near-infrared light in the vacuum (5p→5s). By coating the Kr clusters with Ar atoms,
the Kr lines disappear and 4p→4s transitions of Ar* become dominant. Additionally, new emission
bands occur, which are assigned to transitions of perturbed atomic Kr 5p-states inside Ne clusters.
Due to the interaction of electronically excited Kr* atoms with neutral Ar atoms in the surrounding
shell, several excited Kr states namely 5p @1/2#0 and 5p @3/2#2 decay nonradiatively. This is in
agreement with the well-known ‘‘energy-gap law.’’ The results give experimental evidence that
clusters with a multishell structure can be prepared by a sequential pick-up technique. This allows
the preparation of Kr clusters embedded inside Ne clusters and coated with a shell of Ar atoms. Such
clusters cannot be prepared with conventional coexpansion techniques. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1536982#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Clusters containing from a few to several thousands
atoms or molecules have been investigated intensively in
past in order to study the evolution of the properties of b
matter from the properties of the single constituents. He
the electronic structure and dynamics of excited states
clusters has attracted considerably interest particularly w
regard to optical and electronic properties. Investigations
doped clusters offer the opportunity to obtain information
the host cluster and the impurity atoms, molecules or ra
cals, since the excitation is usually localized on t
impurity.1,2 If large clusters are doped with several atoms
molecules, embedded clusters of the doped material ca
formed inside large host clusters.3

In this context rare gas clusters are especially well su
as host material, since they exhibit low chemical reactiv
and in addition rare gas clusters are transparent within
vacuum-ultraviolet~VUV ! spectral range.4 Supersonic free
jets of rare gas clusters offer the possibility of probing is
lated molecules and complexes at very low temperatu
The results shed light on important issues such as ion so
tion and structural metastability. As an example, recent s
ies on polymers of strongly dipolar molecules, HCN5 and
HCCCN6 embedded in large helium droplets demonstrate
selective preparation of hydrogen-bounded linear chains,
spite the fact that for longer chains, cyclic or antiparal
chains are lower in energy. The size of the linear chain t
can be formed, turns out to be precisely limited by the dr

a!Electronic mail: tim.laarmann@desy.de
b!Present address: Ruhr-Universita¨t-Bochum, 4478 Bochum, Germany.
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let diameter. The molecular rearrangement into the low
energy configuration is suppressed, because of the low
cluster temperature~0.38 K! and the rapid cooling
mechanism.7 Therefore, doped clusters offer the possibili
to study spectroscopic properties of complexes, which
special in many respects.

Upon electronic excitation a nonequilibrium configur
tion of the electronic and nuclear structure occurs. The e
tron distribution in the excited site initiates nuclear rea
rangements around this site. These structural changes c
nonradiative transitions to lower lying electronic state
Therefore, structural changes and electronic transitions
strongly coupled. Between the fast (;10216 s) electronic
excitation process and the radiative decay process that t
place after 1029 s or longer, an interesting cascade of no
radiative electronic transitions and of structural changes t
place.8 In this context desorption processes of electronica
excited atoms or molecules play an important role in
energy dissipation of doped rare-gas solids.9 Similar pro-
cesses were also observed in the relaxation cascade of
He and Ne clusters as well as in small clusters of heavy
gases.10 Here, surface excitons, respectively localized atom
or molecular centers near the surface are of fundamental
portance. Modifying surface properties of embedded clus
will certainly influence the desorption process and will pr
vide new insight in the electronic energy dissipation
doped clusters. Thanks to recent progress in the prepara
techniques of doped clusters, it is now possible to cover
surface of embedded clusters with a well-defined numbe
atoms of a third material. These atoms form a shell arou
the cluster on the inside of large host clusters. This allo
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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the controlled modification of surface properties of emb
ded clusters and gives information on hindered desorp
processes and in particular on the movement of desor
electronically excited atoms in doped clusters with a sh
like structure.

In this article, we present results of Kr and Ar doped N
clusters, which were investigated with energy resolv
fluorescence spectroscopy in the visible and near infra
~VIS/IR! spectral range. In this context a number of qu
tions arise:

~i! Is the desorption of electronically excited Kr* atoms
from the surface of the embedded cluster hinde
due to the influence of Ar atoms in the deposit
shell?

~ii ! Are excited atoms caged inside Ne clusters?
~iii ! Which are the main relaxation channels upon Ne cl

ter excitation leading to energy transfer processes
the embedded Kr cluster and/or to the Ar shell?

The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II w
describe the experimental set up for investigation of do
clusters. Here, we focus on the preparation of shell-l
structures using a sequential pick-up technique. In Sec
the experimental results are presented. In this chapter we
discuss the case where Ne clusters are either doped wit
atoms or Ar atoms. The second part focus on embedded
clusters, which are coated with a well-defined number of
atoms at the surface. In the appendix we explain the met
of size determination of embedded clusters in detail.

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed at the experime
station CLULU at the synchrotron radiation laborato
HASYLAB in Hamburg. The experimental setup which a
lows the doping of rare gas clusters in a sequential pick
process with atoms from two cross-jets is described in R
11. In brief, NeN̄ clusters are prepared in a supersonic exp
sion through a conical nozzle (d5200mm diameter, a
54° opening cone angle!. At a nozzle temperature ofT0

530 K and a stagnation pressure ofp05200 mbar the aver-
age Ne cluster size was determined as;N̄57500.12–14 The
width @full width at half maximum~FWHM!# DN of the size
distribution is;N̄. In a first step Kr atoms from a cross-je
~Q1! are picked-up by the Ne cluster and stick to the surf
of the cluster. When several atoms are picked-up, the
cluster becomes liquid-like since the sum of collision a
binding energy is warming up the cluster. Due to the
creased mobility of Kr atoms inside the Ne cluster, small KK̄

clusters (K̄550) are formed on the inside of the host N
cluster.15 In a second step the Kr50Ne7500-system is doped
with up to 40 Ar atoms~Q2!. Since the flight time of the
clusters (;4•1025 s) is long compared to the recombinatio
time, which is of the order 1028– 1026 s, we assume in the
following that the formation of embedded clusters is finish
before the clusters interact with the synchrotron radiatio16

The geometry of the interaction region and the main para
eters are shown in the upper part of Fig. 1. For the pick
process the interaction potential between host cluster at
Downloaded 15 Nov 2004 to 134.147.64.24. Redistribution subject to AIP
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and impurity atoms is of fundamental importance. This te
nique works only, if the binding energy of the cluster atom
is significantly smaller than the interaction between the i
purity and the cluster. In Table I we summarized the depte
of different homo- and heteronuclear Lennard-Jones p
potentials.17 The value e85e/eNe–Ne is a measure of the
strengths of different bindings relative to the Ne–Ne inter
tion. According to the values in Table I, doped Ar atoms
analogy to Kr atoms stick to the Ne cluster surface and p
etrate on the inside during the cluster melting. The size
termination of the embedded clusters bases on theore
and experimental work by Lewerenzet al.16 and is explained

FIG. 1. Upper part: Geometry of the interaction zone including the m
parameters; middle part: Ar and Kr particle density distribution along
beam axis; lower part: Calibration curve for average embedded cluster
determination.

TABLE I. Lennard-Jones potential depthe of different homo- and hetero-
nuclear rare-gas molecules~Ref. 17! and e85e/eNe–Ne describing the
strengths of different bindings relative to the Ne–Ne interaction.

Molecule e @meV# e8 @eNe–Ne#

Ne–Ne 3.19 1
Ar–Ar 10.34 3.24
Kr–Kr 14.22 4.46
Ne–Ar 5.74 1.80
Ne–Kr 6.74 2.11
Ar–Kr 12.13 3.80
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Energy-resolved VIS/IR fluo-
rescence of doped~a! Ar50Ne7500 and
~b! Kr50Ne7500 clusters upon excitation
of the Ne 1l8 exciton ~17.64 eV!. Ra-
diative transitions of free Ar* (4p,p8
→4s,s8) and Kr* (5p,p8→5s,s8)
atoms are indicated Ref. 21.
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in the Appendix. According to their work, the average nu
ber of picked-up atoms depends mainly on the Ne clu
size and the average particle density of Kr, respectively,
atoms, which is a function of the cross-jet pressure. In
middle part of Fig. 1, Kr and Ar particle density distribution
n(x,y0) along the beam axis (x,y0) are calculated for cross
jet pressurespQ , temperaturesTQ and capillary diameters
dQ of 20 mbar, 300 K, and 200mm, respectively.18 The cal-
culated average size of embedded clusters is shown in
lower part of Fig. 1. We have to point out that all numbe
given below are mean values for the cluster sizes. Monoc
matized synchrotron radiation~16.5–18 eV! at a resolution
of 2.5 Å ~bandpass:;60 meV! was focused 10 mm down
stream from the nozzle on the beam. The photo-exc
doped clusters emit visible and near-infrared fluoresce
light ~VIS/IR!, which was recorded spectrally resolved wi
a Czerny–Turner type monochromator and a liquid nitrog
cooled CCD camera. The monochromator is equipped w
three gratings~150 l/mm for overview spectra, 1200 l/mm
for high resolution!. The spectral resolution with the 120
l/mm gratings is;1 meV and with the 150 l/mm grating
;10 meV at 1.5 eV. The monochromator is coupled to
experimental chamber with a lens system consisting of
LiF/Suprasil-achromats in order to minimize chromatic a
spherical aberration.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is well-known that pure Ne clusters excited in th
energy range of the tightly boundn51,18 excitons do not
emit VIS/IR photons~the prime denotes the spin orbit sta
j 51/2). Since nonradiative decay to the ground state pla
minor role in condensed rare gases, the energy dissipa
process leads mainly to the formation of atomic and mole
lar self-trapped excitons~a-STE and m-STE!, which emit in
Downloaded 15 Nov 2004 to 134.147.64.24. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the VUV.19 Whereas these emission bands are dominan
Ne solids, time-resolved VUV emission spectra of Ne clu
ters show a significant contribution due to the radiative de
of desorbed excited atoms.20 This can be understood takin
into account, that clusters exhibit a relatively high fraction
surface atoms and therefore the probability of energy loc
ization near the cluster surface followed by desorption
significantly increased.

On the other hand the energy relaxation pathwa
change dramatically, if Ne clusters are doped with impur
atoms. In Fig. 2 energy resolved VIS/IR-fluorescence spe
of Ar50Ne7500 ~a! and Kr50Ne7500 ~b! are shown. Here only
one of the two cross-jets was used to dope the Ne clus
The excitation energy was 17.64 eV, which corresponds
the longitudinal branch of then518Ne bulk exciton. The
sharp lines in the emission spectra Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! can be
assigned to free atomic Arp,p8→4s,s8 and Kr 5p,p8
→5s,s8 transitions.21 The energy is transferred from the N
host cluster to the embedded cluster and localized on exc
atomic centers near the surface of the embedded cluster.
to the repulsive interaction with surrounding neutral atom
electronically excited Ar* , respectively Kr* atoms move
through the Ne cluster and emit in the vacuum. This proc
is similar to exciton induced desorption in pure rare-g
solids.22 In the so-called ‘‘cavity-ejection mechanism’’ th
interaction~whether it is repulsive or attractive! is correlated
to the sign of theV0 value ~electron affinity! of the respec-
tive solid. Detailed investigations show that the correlati
not only holds for pure but also for doped materials.9 In
analogy to pure rare-gas solids the electron affinity is
fined: V0ªEg

i 2Eth
i .8 Here, Eg

i is the impurity gap energy
and Eth

i is the threshold energy of impurity-photoelectro
emission. A repulsive interaction between the excited at
and the surrounding neutral atoms is expected for posi
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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V0 . In Table II,V0 is given for different combinations of rar
gas impurities and solids. In solid Ar desorbed excited ato
in metastable 4s(3/2)2 and 4s8(3/2)0 states with kinetic en-
ergies of roughly 0.04 eV were observed.23 Our results show
that neon as a rather soft matrix is unable to suppress des
tion and to cage excited Ar* atoms. Also in case of Kr dope
Ne clusters, the Ne cluster does not cage electronically
cited Kr* atoms. To our knowledge, there are no measu
ments of the kinetic energy distribution of desorbed exci
Kr* atoms in small clusters, we could compare our d
with.

Interestingly, no VIS/IR emission could be observ
upon surface excitation of Ne clusters. According to the
the surface exciton penetration depth is of the order of
mono-layer.24 Therefore, our experimental results give ev
dence that the embedded clusters are surrounded by
than one mono-layer of Ne atoms because otherwise
should have observed exciton induced energy transfer
lowed by desorption, respectively, VIS/IR luminescence
free Kr* and Ar* atoms upon surface excitation. In anoth
set of experiments we recorded VUV excitation spectra
embedded clusters.3 The total VUV luminescence yield as
function of the excitation energy is taken as a measure of
cluster absorption, since nonradiative decay to the gro
state is inefficient in rare gas clusters.25 In these measure
ments, we could verify the interpretation of complete solv
tion, since the characteristic surface absorption bands of
bedded clusters disappear due to the influence of
surrounding Ne cluster atoms and contribute to a new in
face absorption band.3

The interesting question is now, whether one can s
down the desorption by coating the embedded cluster with
additional material at the surface. To answer this quest
we deposited up toM̄540 Ar atoms on the surface of em
bedded Kr50 clusters. Energy resolved VIS/IR fluorescen
spectra of Kr50ArM̄Ne7500 clusters are shown in Figs. 3~a!–
3~c!. The spectral resolution is given by the full width ha
maximum ~FWHM! of the sharp atomic lines. The spect
indicate, that the relaxation process is significantly depe
ing on the number of deposited Ar atoms. With forming
Ar shell around the embedded Kr cluster, the following
fects are observed:

~i! 5p,p8→5s,s8 lines due to transitions of free des
orbed Kr* atoms disappear;

~ii ! radiative 4p,p8→4s,s8 decays of free Ar* atoms be-
come dominant;

TABLE II. Correlation between theV0 values of pure and doped rare-ga
solids ~Ref. 8! with the observation of desorption of electronically excit
atoms~Ref. 9!.

System V0 @eV# Desorption

Ne 11.3 yes
Ar–Ne 11.1 yes
Kr–Ne 11.1 yes

Ar 10.4 yes
Kr–Ar 10.3 yes

Kr 20.3 no
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~iii ! additionally, new broad emission bands in the VIS/
fluorescence spectra of Kr50ArM̄Ne7500 (M̄510 and
40! occur, which we interpret as Kr transitions of pe
turbed atomic 5p,p8 states inside Ne clusters.

There are two possibilities to interpret the decreased
intensities ~Kr!, respectively, the increased line intensiti
~Ar!:

~1! The energy is mainly transferred to the deposited
shell;

~2! the desorption of electronically excited Kr* atoms is hin-
dered.

In the latter case, desorbed excited Kr* atoms are prevented
from reaching the Ne cluster surface due to inelastic co
sions with Ar shell atoms. To get a deeper insight into t
relevant processes it is necessary to analyze the under
broad structure in more detail. In this context, one has to t
into account that recently similar structures were observe
Kr and Ar doped Ne solids.26 Here, the emission bands o
embedded Ar and Kr atoms inside the Ne matrix are sign
cantly broadened and shifted relative to the line widths a
transition energies of free atoms towards higher energies26

To check, whether the ‘‘sequential pick-up techniqu
allows the preparation of well-defined cluster shells, we a
changed the order of doping. This means as described ab
host Ne clusters are first doped with Ar atoms, which fo
small Ar clusters inside Ne and then interact with Kr atom
from the second cross-jet. In this configuration similar
fects to those in Figs. 3~a!–3~c! are observed. But in this cas

FIG. 3. VIS/IR fluorescence spectra of Kr50ArM̄Ne7500 clusters with M̄

540 ~a!, M̄510 ~b!, andM̄50 ~c! Ar atoms on the Kr50 cluster surface. As
an example the Ar 4p8(1/2)1→4s(3/2)2 and Kr 5p(3/2)2→5s(3/2)1 tran-
sitions are indicated with dotted lines. The excitation energy was 17.64
~Ne 1l8 exciton!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4p,p8→4s,s8 lines due to transitions of free desorbed A*
atoms disappear, while radiative 5p,p8→5s,s8 decays of
free Kr* atoms become dominant. The experimental findin
reinforce our interpretation, since the distribution of atom
lines also carry the information whether Kr clusters are c
ered by Ar or the reverse. Additionally, new bands ag
occur, which we interpret as Ar transitions of perturb
atomic 4p,p8 states inside Ne clusters.

In Figs. 4~a!–4~d! typical fluorescence spectra of phot
excited Ar50 and Kr50 doped Ne clusters are compared w
measurements, where the embedded clusters are coate
second pick-up process with;40 Kr atoms, respectively, 40
Ar atoms. Concerning the nomenclature, the element wh
is doped in the first step is named at first. The excitat
energy in all measurements was 17.64 eV. Referring to
spectral distribution of nonperturbed Ar and Kr emissi
@Figs. 4~a! and 4~d!#, both shifted (DE5168 meV) and
broadened (DFWHM5106 meV) spectra are included. Pe
turbed Ar emission is indicated by the solid line, whereas
case of Kr a dotted line is used. Dotted arrows indicate
energy shift. In a crude approximation the polarization e
ergy as well as the exchange interaction of Kr 5p, p8 and Ar
4p, p8 electronic states with the surrounding neutral Ne
oms are in the same order of magnitude, since the electr
structure is quite similar. Therefore, it is reasonable to int
duce an average energy shift and an average line broade
for both elements. The resulting spectra~solid and dotted
line! reproduces qualitatively the shape of the underly
structures for emission energies less than 1.9 eV in cas
Ar50Kr40Ne7500 clusters and for emission energies less th

FIG. 4. Energy-resolved VIS/IR fluorescence spectra of doped~a!
Ar50Ne7500, ~b! Ar50Kr40Ne7500, ~c! Kr50Ar40Ne7500, and ~d! Kr50Ne7500

clusters upon excitation of the Ne 1l8 exciton ~17.64 eV!.
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1.7 eV in case of Kr50Ar40Ne7500 clusters. The fact, that the
spectral distribution of the VIS/IR fluorescence in Figs. 3~b!
and 3~c! is different, if one changes the order of doping is
fundamental importance for the interpretation of the data
is the experimental proof, that the sequential pick-up inde
allows us to prepare doped clusters with a well-defined s
structure. If we had picked-up atoms from a dilute Ar–Kr g
mixture, the spectra would have looked the same and cha
ing the order of doping should not have influenced the
perimental results.

The mismatch between 1.9 and 2.1 eV in case
Ar50Kr40Ne7500 in Fig. 4~b! and those between 1.7 and 1.9 e
in case of Kr50Ar40Ne7500 in Fig. 4~c! is of different origin,
namely charge transfer transitions and nonradiative quen
ing. This will be explained in the following section.

We have recorded high-resolution spectra in this ene
range in order to get additional information. The result
shown in Fig. 5. A sharp vibrational structure is observe
which can clearly be assigned to free atomic Ar 4p,p8
charge transfer transitions between different vibrational
ergy levels of the ArKr molecular ions.27 It is not surprising
that ionic relaxation channels are involved in the relaxat
cascade, since the clusters are excited at 17.64 eV, whic
higher than the excited ionic Ar2P1/2 state~15.937 eV!. In
this sense, the observation of VIS/IR fluorescence of neu
Ar, respectively, Kr is somehow surprising, because the i
ization of Ar and Kr should be very effective under the
conditions. Therefore, we can conclude, that the excited
4p, p8 and Kr 5p, p8 centers are mainly populated due
the recombination of electrons and holes near the embed
cluster surface followed by desorption.

This interpretation is in agreement with results publish
recently by Belovet al.28 They investigated energy relax
ation and recombination processes involved in the popula
of 3p, p8 centers of Ne solids. They observed a significa
increase of the VIS/IR luminescence yield with sample te
peratureT (T52 – 10 K), which is explained by the in
creased mobility of electrons in the solid leading to a mo
effective population of the recombination channel. The ba
mechanism is called dissociative recombination of localiz
holes with electrons.28 The question to what extent their re

FIG. 5. High-resolution VIS/IR fluorescence of Ar50Kr40Ne7500 clusters
upon excitation of the Ne 1l8 exciton ~17.64 eV!. Vertical lines indicate
radiative charge transfer transitions Ar1Kr→ArKr11hn between different
vibrational levels of the molecular ions~taken from Ref. 27!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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sults on pure Ne solids also holds for our measurement
Kr and Ar doped Ne clusters is not easy to answer, si
most probably a variety of intermediate excited states
involved in the relaxation cascade and the structures of
corresponding potential surfaces are complicated. Never
less, the results give a plausible explanation how neu
fragments might occur.

Coming back to the mismatch in Fig. 4~c! between the
broadened and shifted spectrum~dotted line! and the mea-
sured VIS/IR fluorescence spectrum of Kr50Ar40Ne7500 in the
energy range 1.7–1.9 eV. By comparing Fig. 4~c! with Fig.
4~d!, one can identify the radiative transitions from perturb
atomic Kr states, which are missing in Fig. 4~c!, namely
5p(1/2)0→5s(3/2)1 and 5p(3/2)2→5s(3/2)2 . Why only
these electronically excited Kr states decay nonradiativ
and not the corresponding Ar states at about 1.8 eV will
explained in the following. Therefore, we have analyzed
energetic separation of different electronically excited Kr a
Ar states in detail. Taking the term schemes of atomic Ar a
Kr into account, which are shown in Fig. 6, one gains inf
mation on the competition of radiative and nonradiative
cay. Since the late sixties, it is well-known that the transit
rate of nonradiative decay processesWi f in the limit of low
temperatures (T→0) shows an exponential dependence
the energy differenceDEi f of statesi and f involved in the
relaxation process. This dependence is called in genera
‘‘energy-gap law’’29,30

Wi f 5Wi f ~T→0!•expS 2a•
DEi f

\•vph
D . ~1!

FIG. 6. Term-schemes of electronic states of Kr and Ar atoms. Dotted
rows indicate radiative transitions~Ar 4p, p8→4s, s8 and Kr 5p, p8
→5s, s8), whereas nonradiative decay processes of Kr50Ar40Ne7500 clusters
are marked with solid arrows.
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Here, Wi f (0) is constant forT→0 and describes the elec
tronic transition matrix element as well as the coupling of t
electronic states to the lattice. The typical phonon energ
given by \•vph and a denotes an element specific fact
depending on the coupling. The term scheme in Fig
shows, that excited Kr 5p(1/2)0 and 5p(3/2)2 states have a
strong electronic overlap with Ar 4s(3/2)2,1 energy levels.
For example, the energy difference between the excited
5p(1/2)0 state and the excited Ar 4s(3/2)1 state is less than
43 meV, which is slightly above the Debye energy of ra
gas solids.31 Therefore, the high probability of nonradiativ
decay of these specific states can be understood qualitat
using the ‘‘energy-gap law.’’ Our picture neglects, that t
electronic structure of excited Kr* atoms, which are caged
inside Ne clusters, as well as the electronic structure of
posited Ar shell atoms will be significantly changed due
the influence of neighboring atoms. Although this is a cru
approximation, the model explains why one specific band
the VIS/IR fluorescence spectrum of Kr50Ar40Ne7500 clusters
is missing@Fig. 4~c!#, where in Ar50Kr40Ne7500 clusters it is
present@Fig. 4~b!#.

Since, the distributions of atomic lines in Figs. 3~a!–
3~c!, respectively, in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c! also carry the infor-
mation whether a krypton cluster is covered by argon or
reverse, we analyzed the fluorescence spectra in more d
In order to obtain additional information about the hinder
desorption process, we plotted the fraction of electronica
excited Kr* atoms, reaching the Ne cluster surface and em

ting in the vacuum as a function of Ar atoms (M̄ ) coating the
embedded Kr cluster surface.32 Therefore, we integrated th
line intensities of the free Kr 5p, p8→5s, s8 emission. The
same analysis was also performed for the reverse orde

doping. The results, depending on the numberM̄ of coating

Ar atoms~closed circles!, respectivelyK̄ of Kr atoms~open
circles! are presented in Fig. 7. Approximately, the shield
surface of the embedded cluster, from which desorption
hindered, is proportional to the average number of depos
atoms in the second pick-up phase. The general trend of

experimental data fits with the linear functionsf Ar(M̄ ) and

f Kr(K̄). From the extrapolation we derive the average nu

ber of Ar atomsM̄C568, respectively, Kr atomsK̄C549

needed for a complete caging. In other words, forM̄.M̄C

andK̄.K̄C the desorbed electronically excited atoms do n
reach the Ne cluster surface and the fraction of free ato
emission in Fig. 7 is equal to zero. Since Ar atoms a
smaller and lighter compared to Kr atoms, the suppressio
the desorption process is less effective and more Ar ato

are needed to cover the surface completely (M̄C.K̄C).

Therefore, the slope of the experimental data and thef Ar(M̄ )
function in Fig. 7 is smaller. We would like to note, that th
number of atoms is significantly smaller than a compl
cover layer for clusters containing;50 atoms. It is well
known, that small Ar and Kr clusters have polyicosahed
structures with fivefold symmetry.33 The clusters (RgN) ex-
hibit closed shells with increased stability forN
513,55,147,... atoms/cluster~‘‘magic numbers’’!,34 meaning
that 92 atoms are necessary for a complete coverage o

r-
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surface of Rg55 The experimental results in Fig. 7 show th
less atoms than in the simple picture of closed icosahe
shells are necessary to suppress the desorption of under
atoms. A possible explanation could be the following. In t
built-up process of small embedded clusters inside large
Ne clusters~;10 K!35 the molecular rearrangement into th
lowest energy configuration is suppressed. As mentio
above, similar effects were observed in doped He droplet5,6

Therefore, it could be possible, that in case of embed
Rg55 each atom deposited in the second pick-up phase lo
izes on the center of the 60 triangular faces, which is a lo
minimum on the associated potential curve. If we furth
assume, thatoneatom in the cover layer hinders the desor
tion of up to three underlying atoms, we can explain th
reduced number of coated atoms needed to built a shell
structure. On the other hand, we cannot exclude that the
sorption rate of electronically excited atoms decreases,
cause the excitation ‘‘gets stuck’’ in the cover layer, resp
tively, the branching ratio between energy localizatio
relaxation within the cover layer and energy transfer to
embedded cluster changes with increasing thickness of
surrounding shell.

To sum up, we can describe our experimental result
the following picture. Electronically excited Kr* atoms des-
orb from the surface of embedded Kr clusters. Due to ine
tic collisions with deposited Ar atoms in a shell around t
Kr cluster, Kr* are hindered to reach the Ne cluster surfa
and emit VIS/IR light from perturbed atomic 5p, p8 states
inside Ne. Because Kr 5p(1/2)0 and 5p(3/2)2 states are de
populated very efficiently~nonradiative decay!, the corre-

FIG. 7. Fraction of free Kr-~solid circles! and Ar- ~open circles! transitions
(5p, p8→5s, s8 and 4p, p8→4s, s8) after photoinduced desorption~Ref.
32!. The figure includes linear fitsf Ar and f Kr of the experimental data~solid
and dotted lines!.
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sponding fluorescence is significantly suppressed for ca
Kr* atoms. Something similar happens, if the order of do
ing is changed except for the nonradiative decay of electro
cally excited Ar states. Here, the quenching of specific
energy levels is not observed, since the electronic ove
with excited states of Kr shell atoms is small. In particu
the difference in the broad underlying structure of Figs. 4~b!
and 4~c! shows, that indeed an energy transfer to the emb
ded cluster for each configuration is observed. Concern
the branching ration we cannot make a precise statem
because of the variety of intermediate states which take p
ably part in the relaxation cascade and their complicated
tential surfaces. On the other hand excited atoms either A* ,
respectively, Kr* , which desorb from the coated shell rea
the Ne cluster surface and emit in the vacuum, since Ne
rather ‘‘soft cage.’’

Last but not least, we would like to mention that depo
iting an Ar shell around the embedded Kr cluster is intere
ing for different reasons. First of all, this is a unique geom
ric structure, which cannot be prepared using oth
techniques, like supersonic coexpansion of a dilute Ar–
gas mixture through a nozzle or doping free Kr clusters w
Ar atoms from a cross-jet. In the former case, single
atoms penetrate inside Ar clusters or serve as a condens
nucleus for Ar clusters. The idea to use gas mixture w
large Kr concentration does not work out, since here
preparation of pure Kr clusters is favored. This can be
derstood taking the interaction potentials of Table I into a
count. For energetic reasons Ar atoms do not stick to
surface of Kr clusters and this also explains why the pick
technique using free Kr clusters as a host is not possible.
the other hand, we demonstrate the possibility to prep
structural isomers in doped clusters with a ‘‘sequen
pick-up technique’’ and to characterize them with fluore
cence spectroscopic methods. Secondly, the recent prog
in experimental techniques allows the investigation
chemical reactions inside large clusters by adding a th
material.36 The large cluster, which serves as a reaction m
dium, has many degrees of freedom and can, therefore
considered as a good thermostat as long as the reactants
in contact with the cluster. The use of different host clus
materials allows the study of condensation and quench
reactions at different temperatures, ranging from;0.4 K in
He,;10 K in Ne and;32 K in Ar clusters, respectively.35,37

Further advantages are of course first the possibility of c
trolled surface or bulk localization of a finite number of r
actants and second the finite size of the reaction medium

IV. CONCLUSION

The energy dissipation of photo-excited Kr and Ar dop
Ne clusters is investigated with energy-resolved VIS/I
fluorescence spectroscopy using monochromatized sync
tron radiation. The study of desorption processes of exc
atoms and in particular the cage effect and quenching p
cesses in clusters with a shell-like geometric structure w
of special interest.

The measurements show, that in the case of Kr doped
clusters the energy transfer leads to the desorption of e
tronically excited Kr* atoms. The atoms move through th
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Ne cluster, desorb and emit VIS/IR-light in the vacuum. T
results indicate that Ne is a rather soft matrix which is una
to suppress desorption by caging the excited Kr* atoms.

By coating the embedded Kr cluster in a second pick
process with up to;40 Ar atoms, the Kr lines disappear an
atomic Ar transitions become dominant. Additionally, ne
bands occur, which are assigned to transitions of pertur
atomic Kr states inside Ne clusters. In this picture, desor
excited Kr* atoms are prevented from reaching the Ne cl
ter surface by inelastic collisions with the Ar shell atom
The interpretation of the experimental results is confirmed
changing the order of doping~first Ar then Kr!. Additionally,
we observed nonradiative decay of several electronically
cited Kr states@5p(1/2)0 and 5p(3/2)2], when the embed-
ded Kr cluster is coated with Ar atoms at the surface. T
can be understood taking the strong electronic overlap w
Ar 4s(3/2)2,1 energy levels into account.

Using the stepwise pick-up technique we successf
formed a shell of Ar atoms around Kr clusters, which is n
possible using other techniques, e.g., coexpansion of a d
Ar–Kr gas mixture. The host Ne cluster is important to s
bilize this special geometric structure.
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APPENDIX: SIZE DETERMINATION OF EMBEDDED
CLUSTERS

The probabilityP for a Ne cluster~capture cross sectio
scap) passing through the interaction zone~lengthL and av-
erage particle densityn̄S) and picking upk atoms is de-
scribed by the Poisson-statistics16

Pk~L !5
~scapn̄SL !k

k!
•exp@2scapn̄SL#. ~A1!

The cross-jet particle density along the cluster beam a
(x,y0) for cross-jet pressurespQ , temperaturesTQ and cap-
illary diametersdQ is given by18

n~x,y0!5C1 cos2~C2!•cos2F p

2F
•C2G , ~A2!

with C15
ZPdQ

2 pQ

y0
2kBTQ

and C25arctanS x2x0

y0
D .

In this equationZP50.157 andF51.365 are numerical con
stants for rare gases.18 x0 denotes thex coordinate of the
cross-jet position andkB is the Boltzmann constant. The av
erage particle densityn̄S is simply

n̄S5
1

L
•E

0

L

n~x,y0!dx. ~A3!

In a crude approximation, we assume that the sum of theN̄
cluster cross section and the atomic cross section is equ
the capture cross section. Monte Carlo simulations and
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periments on the scattering and capture cross section o
clusters show that the effective geometric cross-sectionsgeo

for light atoms~e.g., Ar! or large HeN̄ clusters (N̄.3000) is
in good agreement with the measured capture cross-se
scap.

16,38 In the case of Ar doped He3000 clusters Lewerenz
et al.obtained for the so-called ‘‘sticking coefficient’’ a valu
of s5scap/sgeo'0.94.16,38 In this approximation we get

scap'sgeo5p•~RCl1r !2, ~A4!

scap'p•S S 3

4p•r
•ND 1/3

1r D 2

. ~A5!

Here,Rcl is the cluster radius,r is the radius of the embedde
atom andr is the particle density in Ne solids.

While small clusters are formed inside large Ne cluste
Ne atoms are evaporated from the Ne cluster surface~cool-
ing mechanism! and the cluster cross section decreases,
spectively, the capture cross section. In a simple model
deposited condensation energy inside Ne clusters as we
the energy due to the evaporation of Ne atoms is proportio
to the binding energy per atomEb of the respective solid. In
this picture, Ne7500 clusters doped with 100 Kr atoms evap
rate;465 Ne atoms (Eb(Kr)/Eb(Ne)'4.65) and the cluster
cross section is, therefore, reduced by roughly 4%. Since
is a rather small effect, we treat the capture cross sectio
constant and calculate the average size K of the embed
cluster as a function of the cross jet pressurepQ using Eqs.
~A2!–~A6!

K~pQ!5E
1

`

k•Pk~L !dk. ~A6!
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